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US vs. Afghan crisis: any room for cooperation with Russia and China? 

The military campaign in Afghanistan is one of the longest the United States has ever 

had –almost 17 years have passed since the U.S. invaded this country. Since the terrorist 

attacks on 9/11 2001 and the fall of the Taliban regime the American military power has 

been focused on maintaining the strategic initiative in this conflict on the side of the 

U.S.-led international coalition. But despite the great amount of effort, money and 

human lives invested, the United States is not even close to winning this conflict. 

Instead, Washington is facing a looming threat of losing control over the situation in 

mid-term perspective (5-10 years) and letting it spread over the territory outside the so 

called “AfPak” (Afghanistan-Pakistan) region. 

Afghanistan has been occupying a significant place in the U.S. foreign policy agenda of 

the last three presidential administrations. Last two commanders in chief – Bush and 

Obama – repeated a certain cycle of actions. Both administrations in their first term 

were eager to increase the capacity of the Afghan government and its security forces 

and together with its international partners gain control over the state territory. 

Nevertheless, their efforts to maintain this control gradually declined, 

eventually leading to the loss of previously obtained strategic initiative in the conflict. 

16 years after the invasion the Afghan war was inherited by the new U.S. president 

Donald Trump. A year after his inauguration he seems to be repeating this cycle of 

actions for the third time, while the situation on the ground promises no easy ways of 

solving the crisis. Today the Trump administration faces a number of fundamental 

challenges that complicate its attempts to achieve a desired end-state –overcoming the 

rebel forces, dismantling the terrorist safe havens, and maintaining the U.S. strategic 

influence in the region.  

First, the Afghanistan National Defense and Security Forces are not demonstrating 

enough potential and competence to be an independent self-sufficient force capable of 



protecting the state sovereignty. This highly increases the possibility of losing the 

strategic initiative on the battlefield against rebel forces and terrorists. In the beginning, 

the conflict was mainly between Kabul forces and its international allies on the one side 

and the Taliban movement and Al Qaeda on the other. After almost two decades the 

government faces new enemy groups (The Islamic State-Khorasan Province, Haqqani 

Network, and other local terrorist organizations). This intensifies the 

internationalization of the conflict and makes it difficult to find a non-military solution.  

Second, despite the unprecedented amount of development aid given to Afghanistan, 

life-prosperity of the Afghan people has not drastically changed. The level of socio-

economic development in this country remains one of the lowest in the world, which 

creates fertile ground for anti-government forces to recruit new members, and condition 

for the illicit drug market to thrive.  

Third, Afghan government institutions are still not strong enough to provide long-term 

stability due to their vulnerability to corruption, dominance of tribal traditions (e.g. in 

the judicial system), powerful local warlords, and constant difficulties in providing 

peaceful and democratic transition of power.  

These three major long-term challenges will be the focus of the Trump administration 

(and probably of those yet to come) and it seems that it is eager to act decisively. 

Overall, it’s not an “exit” strategy, but a “solution” strategy, focused on achieving a 

certain end-state, rather than an end-date. Republican’s strategy approach is more 

militaristic, in which a political solution might come after achieving strategical military 

superiority. Trump’s team is also more critical of Pakistan’s unwillingness to destroy 

terrorist shelters on its territory, and is planning to cut all the development aid to this 

country. At the same time, the White House plans to intensify its cooperation with India 

(major regional supporter for limiting Pakistan’s influence in Afghanistan and opponent 

to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor), which is expected to take part in the 

economic reconstruction of Afghanistan.  

Nevertheless, Trump’s bet on the military doesn’t seem to be an effective method, since 

its predecessors deployed even more troops and invested aid resources with little long-



term solution. If the current negative trends continue, there is a strong possibility that 

Kabul might be controlling less than a half of its territory by the next Afghan 

presidential elections in 2019. This increases the danger of further destabilization in 

South and Central Asia, and the risk for the U.S. of losing political influence in the 

region.  

There is a small but open window for cooperation between the U.S., Russia, and China, 

mainly on the security issues.  All parties are willing to resolve the conflict and to 

eliminate the terrorist threat, otherwise the risk of major regional destabilization will 

remain, and no strategically important integration processes will occur.  

It is essential to build a consensus among major regional actors that the liquidation of 

terrorist shelters in the Federally Administrated Tribal Areas in Pakistan is a necessary 

step towards the end of the Afghan war. In that case Russia and the U.S. have common 

interests and are on the same side of the table. The claims made by some officials in the 

U.S. military that Russia is supplying the Taliban movement with weapons are very 

doubtful (Russian National Antiterrorism Committee qualifies it as a terrorist 

organization). Supporting it means fueling Afghan destabilization, which might lead to 

the creation of “gray zones”, a fertile ground for terrorists and extremist organizations 

(like it happened in Iraq) not only in the “AfPak” region, but in the Central Asian states-

members of the Collective Security Treaty Organization. Instead Moscow supports the 

idea of “legalizing” the Taliban in the Afghan political process, if the movement gives 

up violent methods of confrontation. The motivation behind such arguments against 

Russia might be a part of the overall notion in the U.S. political and military 

establishment to consider Russia generally as an adversary and its policies as a threat.  

Therefore, the best first step is to reinitiate and maintain between Afghanistan, Pakistan, 

Russia, the U.S., China and India a constant multilateral dialogue on how to bring 

political solution to the crisis and destroy the terrorist shelters. Maintaining an 

“antagonistic” mindset is counterproductive, and it is more likely that Russia will 

welcome the U.S. to participate in multilateral negotiations, rather than oppose it.  



Negotiations between Russia and the U.S. on Afghanistan might have as fruitful results 

as previous cooperation on the Syrian chemical weapons disarmament in 2013, and on 

the Iran Nuclear deal in 2015. Yet, even if these two states manage to break the vicious 

cycle of mistrust, conflicting interests of the U.S. and its ally India on the one side, and 

China and Pakistan on the other are still the biggest obstacle towards peaceful 

negotiations. There is some ground for collaboration between the U.S. and China in 

stabilizing and developing Afghanistan: 1) fighting together against some Islamists 

groups that operate in Afghanistan and could potentially assist disturbances in China’s 

Uighur Xinjiang province, 2) sponsoring common infrastructure projects, 3) assisting 

the political process of national reconciliation. But such cooperation could stumble upon 

Pakistani-related problems, like the nuclear issue, the FATA problem, or the India-

Pakistani relations. The differences between China and the U.S. on these issues will 

have direct influence on the place Afghanistan could occupy in post-conflict Eurasian 

integration projects, which might undermine the negotiation process.  

The effectiveness of measures to resolve the conflict depends on the scale the regional 

players are ready to cooperate with each other. The more unilateral approach will be 

taken by these actors, the more difficult in will be to find common ground on the 

Afghan crisis resolution.  

 

 


